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I a Compare open loop and closed loop control systems based on different aspects.
b Distinguish between block diagram reduction technique and signal flow graph.

OR
2 a Find the transfer function for the electrical system shown in the below figure

Couvert the block diagram as shown in below
determine the transfer function C(SyR(S).

figure to signal flow graph. Also, L3 6M

3 a Measurements conducted on a servo mechanism, show the system response to be
C(t):1* 0.2e-60t - 1.2r-t0t when subject to a unit step input. Obtain an
expression for closed loop transfer function, determine the undamped natural
frequency, damping ratio.

b For servo mechanisms with open loop transfer function given below what type of
input signal give rise to a constant steady state error and calculate their values.

c(s)H(s):;o;ftTa
OR

4 a Define steady state error. Derive the static error components for Type 0 system.
b Derive the static emor components for Type 1 and Type 2 systems.

luNrr-rrI|
5 The open loop transfer function of a unity feedback control system is given by L4 12M

/1(.\ - (s+2)(s+4)(s2 +6s+2s)
Determine the value of K which will cause sustained oscillations in the closed loop
system. What is the corresponding oscillation frequency.
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Determine the stability of the following system represented by the characteristic
equation using Roth's stability criterion.

ss+sa*2s3*2s2*3s*5:o
Determine the stability of the following system represented by the characteristic
equation using Roth's stability criterion.

9ss - 2os4 +10s3 -s2 - 9s - 1-o = o

il Define and derive the expression for resonant frequency.
b Determine the transfer function of Lag compensator and draw pole-zero plot.

Develop the bode plot for the system having the following transfer function and

determine the phase margin and gain margin.

G(s) = -7-5(L+o'Zs)- \-/ s(s2 + 16s + 100)

ErNrr-vl
a Find the state model of the differential equation is given below.

ii+2Y+it+4Y=u
b Diagonalize the following system matrix

^=(1 I 7\'^-\i i ;)
OR

a Explain the properties of STM.
b For the state equation:

x=(l ?)r*(?) ,
when, x(0) = (l)
Find the solution of the state equation for the unit step input.
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